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                  		ABOUT OUR CHOICE OF IN-GARAGE COVER MATERIAL

The main reason for purchasing a vehicle cover for use inside is to provide dust protection; it is therefore essential that the fabric used is dustproof ! The cover also needs to be easy to maintain, and breathable to avoid formation of condensation.

There are two main fabrics readily available that are used to make, specifically indoor, covers.

You therefore have to make a choice:


                            	Cotton or Nylon ?

"Breathable" does not mean you can literally breathe through it !

Our own investigations show that:

(a) the most common choice of fabric for an inside cover is cotton. We rejected this choice immediately !

Cotton is excellent at absorbing moisture (think of a flannel or towel); some say it is the most absorbent material available. Just what you do not want for a vehicle cover !

If there is any dampness in the air, this can lead to the equivalent of a (large) damp flannel lying on your vehicle. And how quickly will that dry in your garage ? Consequently it can also lead to rotting of, and mildew on, the cover.

Cotton is a breathable fabric because it has an open weave (ie you can blow through it). This means that not only can the air get through, so also can the dust particles !

The fabric is also porous, and will therefore pick up and hold dust and dirt particles, which are then very difficult to remove.

Also cotton is bulky, making it difficult to both store and wash.

(b) Nylon is a lightweight fabric, making it easy to maintain. It can be washed in a domestic washing machine (on a low heat wash, without fabric conditioner) and can be packed away into a small bag for easy storage.

The weaving of nylon fabric is very tight. This means that air is able to pass through so that the cover is breathable, yet dust particles are unable to penetrate through to the vehicle. This also means that the fabric will not hold dirt and dust particles in its weave.

It, and other man-made fibres, do not hold water, they are very bad at it; ever tried a polyester towel, useless !


                                		OUR CHOICE

The Cover Systems In-Garage cover uses a nylon textile due to the properties described above.

We add a light acrylic coating to the fabric which makes it 100% dustproof, yet still allows the cover to breathe. Most other manufacturers use cotton for their inside covers.


